
 

 
 
 

 
 

Using                                          and                                                      data, we may include an                                      
Anchor Chart to collaboratively create with the children during Explicit Teaching in the first, or in subsequent 
lessons, along with the                                        Anchor Charts(Assessment FOR learning). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How do we know which concepts are related? 

 
 

 
 
 

In the Explicit Teaching we will continue touse Questioning (using the strategic questions from the Explicit Teaching 
Plans) to allow us to gather further formative assessment data (Assessment FOR learning). 
We won’t include every Level of the related concept in the Explicitly Teaching – just the Level/s that pre-
assessment and embedded assessment data identified that a child / some children need to investigate before they 
can investigate the grade concept (Assessment FOR learning). 
Because we are using questioning (using the strategic questions from the Explicit Teaching Plans) as we create the 
Anchor Chart/s of the related concept collaboratively with the children, we can stop the Explicit Teaching when 
most children are no longer able to explain their understanding. We can simply say, ‘Let’s stop here and start to 
investigate’. and allow children to select a Level to begin to investigate. Because of this, we may not actually include 
every Level of the related concept that we planned to in the Explicitly Teaching. We will save any Levels of the related 
concept planned but not included in the lesson’s Explicitly Teaching, to be included in subsequent 
lessons(Assessment FOR learning). 

INTEGRATION IN THE EXPLICIT TEACHING IN LESSONS 

We will plan to include an Anchor Chart of the Level of understanding of the related conceptthat the pre-
assessment and embedded assessment data identified that a child / some children need to investigate before 
they can investigate the grade concept, to create collaboratively with the children during Explicit 
Teaching(Assessment FOR learning). 
 

We will useConcept Sequences that explicitly identify related concepts, includingthe actual Levels of 
related concepts that have a Logical basisto the Level of the concept that some children are investigating. 

Mathematical concepts are inherently and innately related to one another,  
yet they are often planned to be taught individually and discretely. 

 
 
 

allow each child to move seamlessly between concept  
as they need to. 

 
 

Research- and curriculum-based Scope and 
Sequences designed so that related concepts are 

taught and investigated simultaneously, 

Research- and curriculum-based Concept 
Sequences that explicitly make links between 

related concepts 
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How can some children investigate a concept that is differentto 
the concept that other children are investigating?  
First, we need to assess which children need to investigate a  
related concept(Assessment FORand AS learning). 
Either in theor as we roam or as we collect  

booksduring, we, and the child, may identify that a child is 
experiencing struggle that is not productive.indicating a need to 
investigate either a lower Level of a concept, or a Level of a related 
concept, with a logical basis(Assessment FORand AS learning). 
We can use questioning, both during Explicit Teaching and as we roam  
during Investigation, to identify the cause of the struggle. If the cause  
is that they do not yet have understanding of a related concept, we can guide them to investigate it instead 
(Assessment FORlearning). 
If the struggle and its cause (that they do not yet have understanding of a related concept) is identified while 
placing children’s books in piles at the end of the lesson, the Level of the related concept can be included in the 
Explicit Teaching in the next lesson, and placed in the learning sequence(Assessment FORlearning). 
If the struggle and its cause (that they do not yet have understanding of a related concept) is identified while 
roaming during Investigation, we can say to the child, ‘Instead of Investigating … today, you are going to 
Investigate …(whichever concept we have identified the child needs to investigate) and then you can investigate … 
again’(Assessment FORlearning).  
If the child is already familiar with the Investigation because they have engaged in the Investigation during 
lessons on the related concept, they can begin to investigate independently(Assessment ASlearning).  
If the child is not already familiar with the Investigation because they have not engaged in the Investigation 
during lessons on the related concept, we can provide them with an Integration and Intervention Anchor Chart. As we 
roam, we will pause at each child investigating a related concept, pointing out the instructions as necessary. and then 
we will walk away(Assessment ASlearning). 
In the Explicit Teaching in the subsequent lesson, the Level of the related concept can then be placed in the 
learning sequence(Assessment FORlearning). 
In this way, the child seamlessly begins Investigating the related concept, while remaining seated among other 
children who are Investigating the grade concept(Assessment ASlearning). 
When the child returns to investigate the grade concept will depend on their developing understanding of the 
related concept(Assessment FOR and ASlearning). Because the child is involved in the Explicit Teaching of the 
grade concept, the Investigation will be familiar when they are ready. 
We will use our professional teacher judgment at the beginning of each subsequent lesson to decide whether to 
allow the child to again Investigate the grade conceptor to wait until the child feels they are ready to move to the next 
Level in the learning sequence, which is the grade concept(Assessment FOR and ASlearning).As we roam, we 
check in on their progress.  

We will continue to use                                                 to identify theLevel  

or the                                   or the                 that each child will investigate, and that we will include in the  
Explicit Teaching, in each subsequent lesson. 

 

INTEGRATING RELATED CONCEPTS INTO THE INVESTIGATION INTO LESSONS 

Productive struggle occurs 
when a child is investigating a  
Level that is just beyond their current 
understanding, when continued 
investigation at this Level, with just the 
right amount and type of support, will  
allow them to expand their understanding.  
Non-productive struggle occurs 
when a child is investigating a Level  
that is not just beyond their current 
understanding, and continued  
investigation of this Level will not  
expand their understanding. 
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